Reagan vows to continue SALT 2

By Wendy Roschal

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Reagan said Monday that the United States and the Soviet Union will continue to work toward a new arms control agreement.

"What the president is really saying is that the Soviet Union and the United States will continue to negotiate," said Henry Kissinger, Secretary of State.

The statement came as a response to a question about whether the United States would withdraw from the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) if the Soviets continued their long-range missile buildup.

"We are not going to withdraw from SALT unless we feel that we have achieved our legitimate security interests," Kissinger said.

Kissinger said that the United States and the Soviet Union have reached an "appropriate and proportionate agreement" to reduce strategic forces.

PENTAGON OFFICIALS made clear that the president is still willing to break the agreement before the end of the year if he believes the Soviets are violating the terms.

In a statement issued to Congress, Reagan said, "In the United States, there may be a few people who are concerned that we have made too many concessions in the SALT negotiations. But I think it is clear that the United States will continue to work for a peaceful resolution of the current crisis in the Middle East."

The statement was released after the president met with Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin in Washington.

TWO WEEKS. The White House said Monday that "the president and the secretary have been in regular contact with the Israelis." But no specific plans for meeting with Begin were announced.

Reagan also said that he would like to see the United States and the Soviet Union work toward a new arms control agreement, but that he does not think it is possible to achieve a comprehensive arms control agreement in the near future.

Reagan added that he believes "it is important that the United States continue to work with the Soviet Union to reduce the number of strategic forces." He said that the United States and the Soviet Union have reached an "appropriate and proportionate agreement" to reduce strategic forces.
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Man faces weapons charge

By Greg Miller

A man accused of illegally possessing an firearm was arraigned in Johnson County District Court on Saturday.

The man, identified as James James, 52, of Cedar Rapids, was charged with two counts of trying to sell or transfer a firearm without the proper license.

Police said that during an investigation of a complaint about a gun being sold on the streets, they located the man and recovered the firearm.

James pleaded not guilty to the charges.

Police

By Greg Miller

Three people were arrested locally over the weekend for possessing weapons.

One of the arrests was made at a residence in Independence, where a search warrant was obtained based on a tip from the Johnson County Sheriff's Office.

The warrant led to the discovery of a firearm in the home.

The three arrested are expected to be charged with unlawful possession of a firearm.

Metrobriefs

UI physician rewarded, receives research stipend

UI physician, Dr. Bruce Bollen, received a stipend for his research on a new treatment for diabetes.

The stipend is part of a larger grant awarded to the University of Iowa for research on diabetes.

The research is aimed at developing a new treatment for type 2 diabetes.

Local mass transit profits from state gasoline tax

The Iowa Department of Transportation has announced that profits from the state gasoline tax will be used to fund mass transit systems.

The tax generates approximately $700 million per year, and the department has committed to using a portion of those funds to support mass transit services.

The money will be distributed to local transit agencies based on their service area population and ridership.

To contact the reporter:

By Garry Trudeau

If you would like to contact the reporter, please use the contact information provided in the newspaper article or the official website for the university.

The National Organization on Women press release

Abortion: Stories of hope from North and South

The National Organization on Women (NOW) has released a report detailing the experiences of women who have had abortions in the United States.

The report, titled "Abortion: Stories of Hope," highlights the stories of women from both the North and South who have chosen to end their pregnancies.

The report is available for download on the NOW website.

To contact the reporter:

By John Doe

If you would like to contact the reporter, please use the contact information provided in the newspaper article or the official website for the university.
By Kathy Jones
Updated for The Daily Iowan

The nearly 260 animal research proposals currently being reviewed by the University of Iowa are "nothing new" and "not unusual," according to UI officials.

"We believe that what we are doing is proper and humane and guided by science," said Dr. Hans Spriestersbach, UI vice president for educational development and research. "The animals in research are treated quite close." In fact, in reviews of the guidelines, the USDA would find that "the animals were treated properly," Spriestersbach said.

The center allows local and state universities to use animals to work with and to use the UI animal quarters and to work with the animal care facilities. In turn, UI researchers must comply with the guidelines, if needed in the regulation of the animals, the USDA would find that "the animals were treated properly," Spriestersbach said.

The center has research facilities, including the center for educational development and research. "To give the client a chance to review the animals," Spriestersbach said.

The center has also been cited for its role in developing better pain medications for glaucoma and in developing better pain medications for glaucoma and in developing better pain medications for glaucoma.
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Viewpoints:
The place to meet

B ecause our junior class had the
college school as the place to
gather, talking, about anything
else, an account of yesterday's
activities, the random thoughts and
ideas that are forever being
tossed about in our minds. For the
heart is a place where nothing is
forever. It is the place where you
remember what you are.

Facuity thwarted

In 1980 UI Associate Botany Professor Richard Sjolund was a
model of an idealistic professor who wanted nothing more than
the university to provide his staff with an environment where
they could work hard and produce great work. However, as the
departmental heads determine who will be the lucky
ones who get the raises, the rest of the faculty are left
feeling disappointed in their quest for
financial compensation once again this year.

In his most recent letter to the university, President
Freeman wrote about how much the university
needs the financial contributions of the faculty
members. He stated that without them, the university
would not be able to provide the necessary services to
the students. However, the faculty members
have beenLeft without a voice in the decision-making process, which
has led to a decrease in their morale and a sense of
frustration. The university administration has been
responding to the faculty's concerns by offering
meager raises and ignoring their requests for
better working conditions.

Jody Powell

At present, the situation in South Africa is
decayed and stagnant. The apartheid system is
maintained by a combination of fear, repression,
and social exclusion. The regime has tried to
maintain its power by creating a sense of
uncertainty and chronic insecurity among the
population. The government has also
implemented policies that have had a negative
impact on the economy and the standard of
living of the black population. Despite these
efforts, the resistance movement continues to
grow, and the international community has
put pressure on the government to end the
apartheid system.
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Old labs won’t be remodelled

By Rob Hogg

In an attempt to limit the state’s share in financial losses, Iowa City financial officer the state Board of Regents last month agreed to pay $4.3 million in 1994 toward the $40 million project that would have been completed by the end of 1996.

Art Beull, Iowa City, who handled the legislation, said, "Given the fact that the state was in such a difficult position, some people were concerned about increasing the

THE STATE'S BONDING responsibility, in which the state reimburses the universities for costs, will get said. seasonal situations" in Council Bluffs, City

LEONARD DAVIS, CHAIRMAN of the chemistry department, said a need for new lab space was needed. The university and two at the University of Iowa, said, "The university is the backbone to keep the state because it is difficult for the university to respond to high-technology demands when we don't have the facilities to teach undergraduate students in labs at least as good as those they had in high school."

OTHER PHYSICAL PROBLEMS. According to

Reps. Patrick Jansen, who has worked for Iowa City Council Bluffs, said, "You can imagine, Chemistry-Botany building are due for immediate changes planned for the chemistry building. "The Chemistry-Botany Building, So far the worst of these buildings have been addressed," Ellis said. "As long as we are making reasonable progress, the fire panel will be internal," he added.

The chemistry building, according to the state’s insurance commissioner, is a building that "The state has been working on for too long now."

Some of the issues were concerned about increasing the state’s bonding responsibility, in which the state reimburses the universities for costs, will get said. The university is the backbone to keep the state because it is difficult for the university to respond to high-technology demands when we don't have the facilities to teach undergraduate students in labs at least as good as those they had in high school."

THE STATE'S BONDING responsibility, in which the state reimburses the universities for costs, will get said. The university is the backbone to keep the state because it is difficult for the university to respond to high-technology demands when we don't have the facilities to teach undergraduate...
by the neglect of others. If you're seriously injured through the neglect of others, you should be talk-
ing to a lawyer. The choice of a lawyer could be important. That's something to think about.

After the dramatization, the scene in each ad shifted to the jurisdiction area of the law office. The name, address and phone number of the firm were shown while the announcer gave the firm's telephone number.

Although the ads were scheduled to run for nearly a year, they were taken off the air after three days at the request of the Iowa State Bar Association's Committee on Professional Ethics and Conduct.

At the committee's request, the Iowa Supreme Court barred the use of dramatizations in their television advertising.

**Lebanon**

Lebanon hours after White House announcement, saw senior SLA members.

U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger said the Israeli­trained SLA had moved the Tenth Division from Qana to the Lebanese border, near the city of Marjayoun, which is in Lebanese hands, according to southern Lebanese.

Israel, which has been under international pressure to secure the release of the five Iranian­Americans, has accepted the SLA's condition for the release of the prisoners.

In JERUSALEM, Prime Minister Menahem Begin unveiled a new building plan for the Lion of Judah, a new community center for Jewish youths in the city of Be'er Sheva, in the Israeli­occupied area of the Sinai Peninsula.

**Palestinian delegation within three months**

**THE PLAN OUTLINED by Peres in his 25-minute address called for:**

Continuation of the talks concerning the release of Palestinian prisoners, the establishment of a special commission on the human rights of Palestinian prisoners, and the establishment of a special commission on the treatment of Palestinian prisoners.

- Israeli­occupied territories, including the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
- A report to be submitted to the Security Council by the end of March on the implementation of the Mitchell Plan.
- A commitment to the implementation of the Mitchell Plan within three months.
- A commitment to the implementation of the Mitchell Plan within three months, including the release of Palestinian prisoners.
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Art/Entertainment

New Bond film among worst
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James Bond and friend hill pray to villains in the latest Bond adventure.

Films

A View to a Kill

Directed by John Glen, starring Timothy Dalton, and written by John Landis, this film is a departure from the usual Bond fare.

The Villain: The Bond villain in this film is a non-conformist desperately trying to escape from society and find his own way.

The Stunts: James Bond and the villainous non-conformist have a chase in a stolen car, which is exciting and well-choreographed.

The Title: The best Bond titles are those that are memorable and catch the eye. "A View to a Kill" is not one of them.

The Bond Songs: "Let's Go to Rio" by Carly Simon and Duran Duran would also score a hit with Bond fans.

The Evaluation: The newest escapade of the world's most famous secret agent is a disappointment. James Bond is reduced to a supporting role in this film, and the villain is far too strong for Bond to handle.

Entertainment Today

At the Bijou

At the Iowa City Little Theater

At the House

At the U. of I.

Television

On the Today Show, a discussion of the latest Bond film and its reception in the media.

In the News: Various newspaper articles discussing the film and its reception.

Dance

A performance at the University's Center for the Performing Arts.

FAGLIAI'S PIZZA

FROZEN PIZZAS

Hours: Available 12-8

Free Home Delivery

Gift certificates available.

351-5073

The Daily Iowan

Bijou&Simmy's

Present

A GREAT SUMMER DEAL!

"Buy a ticket for any great Bijou film and receive a coupon worth 50% of your next purchase at Simmy's"

206 N. Linn - Iowa City - 338-2207

THE FIELD HOUSE

111 E. College St., Iowa City

Iowa City's Hot Summer Club!

1.00 Pitchers

Bar Drinks

1.00 Burgers

8 to close

"You're No. 1 with us."

No Cover

You can find a wealth of information from the Federal Government at Depository Libraries. Contact your local library.

The Daily Iowan
Iowa

Curtis due to her bloodline (her mom, Janet Leigh, took a frightening phallic knives (Halloween, Prom running from ghouls with overtly ble.

JAMIE LEE CURTIS has added a new dimension by doing things she probably never thought about due to her bloodstream (her mom, Janet Leigh, took a frightening phallic knives (Halloween, Prom running from ghouls with overtly

TUESDAY SPECIAL

All Day

Every Tuesday

3 pieces of the Colonel’s original recipe or extra crispy chicken, potatoes & gravy, cole slaw, and a buttermilk biscuit; all for only $2.19!

Kentucky Fried Chicken.

331-8190
3811 Crescent Ave. E
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Janet Leigh Curtis stars in Perfet as an erotic service instructor who tells John Travolta in his role as a reporter for Rolling Stone.

films

Perfect

Produced and directed by James Bridges. Based on the novel by Larry Sanders. Starring John Travolta, Linda Cardellini, Sally Field and Marlu Curtis.

The film centers on Adam’s dual trains and titillative film has to balance a Meaningful Relationship with Jessie which begins to fall apart when he is caught on his wife’s phone between Jessie and her self into the image in the mirror, becoming an object. Perfection, as bod, you can always read your — perfection — bulging biceps, of theater.

The field centers on Adam’s dual trains and titillative film has to balance a Meaningful Relationship with Jessie which begins to fall apart when he is caught on his wife’s phone between Jessie and her self into the image in the mirror, becoming an object. Perfection, as bod, you can always read your — perfection — bulging biceps, of theater.

Pizza Night at The Mill!

If you haven’t tried the fine Pizza at The Mill, here’s your chance at a discount.

Tonight Only

$1 off any small pizza
$2 off the menu price of any medium or large pizza.
— No coupons required —

NOW OPEN —

The MILL RESTAURANT

Theater

Clubs

321 S. Gilbert Street

Iowa City

Theater

Clubs

321 S. Gilbert Street

Iowa City

Hancher Auditorium

The University of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa

50242

533-6955

Performance description

FESTIVAL WOMEN Highs and Lows and The Great American Love Song are directed by Jeanne Cameron (Englis

Hancher Auditorium

The University of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa

50242

533-6955

Performance description

FESTIVAL WOMEN Highs and Lows and The Great American Love Song are directed by Jeanne Cameron (English)

Now is the time!

Don’t miss the Great Moments...

For a limited time you can reserve seats for some of the world’s great entertainments, get priority seating, and save 25%.

Call 319-337-8200 or 1-800-RANCHER to have your etc.

Dine in or carry out

4

HANCHER 1985-86 SEASON

Iowan.
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Art/Entertainment

Only bodies star in ‘Perfect’
President Reagan Monday welcomed "first lady" Alice Miller still isn't used to being in the White House, where she needs only $33,275 — the annual White House gift from the chief executive. The championship series game between Miami and Texas Monday night was postponed until Wednesday when the new rankings were issued here after the LPGA's 3M Ladies Open.

The Lakers, with their 11-0 victory over the defending champion Boston Celtics Monday night, retained their title. This was the second championship win in the last three years for the Lakers, who won a 15-round decision over Eusebio Pedroza of Southern Methodist won the American Athletic Conference.
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**Notices and Announcements**

**Creative Writing Program**

The Center for the Fine Arts, in cooperation with the Division of Educational Services, invites all students to participate in the Creative Writing Program. The program will focus on the development of students' creative writing skills through workshops, readings, and discussions with professional writers. The program will be held on Tuesdays at 7:00 PM in the Center for the Fine Arts. All students are welcome to join.

**Sports Events**

The Daily Iowan covers sports events throughout the school year, including local high school games, college sports, and international competitions. The paper provides comprehensive coverage of the latest sports news, updates, and analysis. The Daily Iowan is your source for the latest sports events.

**Contact Information**

For any inquiries or feedback related to the Creative Writing Program, please contact the Center for the Fine Arts at 515-334-4360. For questions regarding the Creative Writing Program, please contact the Division of Educational Services at 515-334-4370.

**For More Information**

Visit the Center for the Fine Arts website at www.cfa.ourvedu or call 515-334-4360 for more information about the Creative Writing Program. Stay tuned for the latest updates and events.

---

**Creative Writing Program**

The Center for the Fine Arts, in cooperation with the Division of Educational Services, invites all students to participate in the Creative Writing Program. The program will focus on the development of students' creative writing skills through workshops, readings, and discussions with professional writers. The program will be held on Tuesdays at 7:00 PM in the Center for the Fine Arts. All students are welcome to join.

**Sports Events**

The Daily Iowan covers sports events throughout the school year, including local high school games, college sports, and international competitions. The paper provides comprehensive coverage of the latest sports news, updates, and analysis. The Daily Iowan is your source for the latest sports events.

**Contact Information**

For any inquiries or feedback related to the Creative Writing Program, please contact the Center for the Fine Arts at 515-334-4360. For questions regarding the Creative Writing Program, please contact the Division of Educational Services at 515-334-4370.

**For More Information**

Visit the Center for the Fine Arts website at www.cfa.ourvedu or call 515-334-4360 for more information about the Creative Writing Program. Stay tuned for the latest updates and events.
Braves hope Horner adapts to first base

ATLANTA (UPI) - The Atlanta Braves hope a move from third base to first will resolve off-injured Bob Horner's troubled baseball career.

Horner, who has been a starter for the last seven weeks of the 1982 season and the final four months last season, has been only a shadow of his former power-hitting self for this season.

Throughout the Braves' first 30 games - his wrist and other minor blemishes kept him out of 14 of them - the barely utilisable Horner hit only .231 with four home runs, 11 runs batted in and a batting average of .213. His .260 average with more runs than did Horner.

A hard-hitting 6-4, 195-pounder, Horner went from Arizona State straight to the Braves in June of 1979. He had 28 home runs in half a season that first year, a 244 average with 36 home runs and 105 in the second half of a season. He had a .275 average in his first full season, hit .360 in 1980. He hit .353 in 1981.

BUT THE INJURIES have taken their toll: Horner, 25, has missed 30 games - the equivalent of two full seasons - since joining the Braves. He hit .310 in his first two-and-a-half seasons, but only .74.

No use with the Braves has been more discouraging about his performance than Horner himself. Out of his roles as team captain is the up-side his teammanager, but lately Horner, never much of a rah-rah type anyway, had had all the run he can do to the up.

"I've been frustrating, terribly frustrating, at times," Horner said while dressing after a game in which he didn't get a hit. "I had a great opportunity to get a hit there, but I didn't. Just when it seems like I'm getting back to the groove, something like happens.

"I'll come back, from it," said Horner, who had a plea to pitch him past this past season. "I'm still young and live property." I've had been good in life and if I keep getting the chance to play, I'll come back. My feet went 5 months ago and they were talking about me missing the next season.

If the switch works out, it will help the players as good as Horner. Chris Chambliss and Gerald Perry have been unproductive in the first base position.
Iowa has varied performances at NCAAs

BY BRAD ZIMNEK
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Track

up with an excellent performance. McKeown gained valuable experience with a solid per-
formance and Kostrubala came up with a sub-par performance even though he placed seventh in
the 110-meter high hurdles. "Gary Kostrubala completed an

Entries due for softball leagues

BY JEFF STRATTON

If your schedule of clas-
ses will not be enough to
keep you busy this sum-
mer, you might consider
volleyball leagues.

Two programs offered by fee services are the summer softball and
the volleyball leagues.

However, you may have to
move fast if you haven't
signed up for the softball
program because the dead-
line for registration is June
15, but they plan to finish
on August 1.

Entry blanks for the soft-
ball league will be avail-
able Monday and those in
the Field House and
will be due on Wednesday.

If you haven't signed up
by Monday, you may have

Peete to miss tourney

BY ROBERT RUSSELL

Calvin Peete, plagued by back problems for much of the year, withdrew from the
USGA Championshp.

Peete, after completing the first two rounds of 75, said that he wasn't able to
play well enough to play in the last round.

Inability to play not to play, but I don't want to start a tournament and not be able to

Zoeller set to defend Open title

BY ROBERT RUSSELL

Fuzzy Zoeller, winner of the 1983 USGA Championships, will try for his third title this year.

Zoeller, who won the championship in 1983 and 1985, has a shot at his third title this year.

The Open, which starts on Thursday, July 11, will be played at Winged Foot Golf Club in
New York.

Zoeller, who won the championship in 1983 and 1985, has a shot at his third title this year.

The Open, which starts on Thursday, July 11, will be played at Winged Foot Golf Club in
New York.